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Abstract--Spatial finite difference and three-level time schemes for the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) and 
related equations are studied. The stability conditions are derived from a uniform framework based on 
the Schur--Cohn theory of simple Von Neumann polynomials. Numerical results and comparisons with 
other methods are considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the last few years, the study of nonlinear waves has been the subject of many papers. For 
some relevant work of interest, we may refer to Refs [1-6] as an example. 
In this article, we present he numerical solution of three types of nonlinear wave equations; 
namely: 
(i) The Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation 
for fixed t, 
and 
u,+uux+EU ..... =0, E>O, (x , t )eR  x[O, ~) ,  (la) 
u(x, 0) =f(x), (lb) 
O'u(x , t )  
u (x , t )~O and ÷0 as Ixl--,~; (lc) 
C3x r 
(ii) The Korteweg-de Vries-Burgers (KdVB) equation 
Lu = u, + uu.~ - vu.~x + Euxx.~ = O, v,c > O, 
with the initial conditions (lb) and (lc) 
(x, t)~ R x [0, ~), (2) 
(iii) the modified Korteweg--de Vries (MKdV) equation 
u,+(p+l )uPu .~+cu ...... =0, E>0, p~>l, (x,t)e[0, X ]x [0 ,~) ,  (3a) 
with the initial condition (lb) and, the periodicity condition 
u(x, t) = u(x  + X, t), (x, t) ~ R x [0, oo). (3b) 
To study the linear stability analysis, we consider the following linear model: 
u, + I~ux - vuxx + Eux.~x = 0, p, v, E > 0, (4a) 
with the initial condition (lb) and the periodic boundary condition: 
u(0, t) = u(1, t). (4b) 
The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we describe the space discretization, 
while the time discretization is discussed in Section 3. We discuss the stability conditions in 
Section 4. In the final section we present some numerical experiments which appear to show a 
marked improvement over some suggested methods and equivalent with others. 
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We believe that the methods presented in this paper can be applied to similar equations which 
involve nonlinearities. 
2. CENTERED DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION IN THE SPACE 
We assume a partition A = {x0 = O, h, 2h . . . . .  Nh = X} for the closed interval [0, X], and the 
usual At mesh in t, and h mesh in x. Using centered ifferences, the operators dx, axx and 0xxx take 
the form: 
(l"0222! (5a) 
t3x = Do l=0 ( - 1)tat (h 2D + D_/4) j, at = (21 + 1)---'-~' 
O- 1 
a.~.~ = D+D_,=o ~ ( -  1)'#t(h2O+O-/4)" #'= (1 + 1-----~' (5b) 
and 
where 
O ...... =-DoD+D_ (-1)ta~t(h2D+D_/4) t, x t= ~, #,at-s, 
1=0 s~O 
(5c) 
1 -E  -I E -  1 E -E  -I 
D _ - ~ ,  D+-=- -h  ' Do- - -h  and E Jv (x )=v(x+jh) .  
To derive forms (5a) and (Sb) see Chan [7], and to derive form (5c), consider Oxxx - Ox[Oxx] and 
then using forms (5a) and (5b). We shall denote the 2ruth order difference approximation for Ox, 
O~., and O ....... by Az~, B2m and C~,  respectively. 
Definition 1 
For m/> 1, define 
m-¿  
A2~ =- Do ~ ( -  l)lat(h2D+D_/4)t, (6a) 
I~0  
m- I  
B2m ~ D+ D_ ~ ( -  l)tl.h(h2D+ D_/4) t, (6b) 
1=0 
m- I  
C~ = DoD+ D_ ~ ( -  l)txt(h2D+ D_/4) t. (6c) 
I~0 
We denote the finite difference solution u(x~, t) by va(t), and under the above operators; the 
following system of ordinary differential equations is obtained: 
1 2 .. d vi(t) + ~ A~ [v,(t)] -- vB2~[vi(t)] + EC2,.[v,(t)] = O, i = O, 1, 2, . N, (7) 
dt ' 
as a discretization of space variable for equation (2). 
3. THE THREE-LEVEL  TIME SCHEMES 
In this section we study the time discretization for the system (7), we use three-level time schemes 
as described below: 
(0  - 1/2)v{- ~ -- 20v~ + (0 + 1/2)v{ +~ + ½A~[(I - O)v~ + Ov~ + ~]2 _ vB2,.[(l - O)v{ + Ov{ + ~] 
At 
+EC2,.[(1--0)v~+0v~+~]=0, i=0 ,  1,2 . . . .  ,N;  j= l ,2  . . . . .  (8) 
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where 
v~ = vi(j At). 
The truncation error o f  scheme (8) is: 
"ch'a'V~ = Lv(xi, tj) - (1 - 0) AtLv,(xi, t) + O(h zm, 7(tz). (9) 
It is found that when 0 = I/2 we get the Crank-Nicolson scheme (CNS) while when 0 = 1 we 
obtain Gear's scheme (GS) .  
For example when we consider the MKdV problem, the corresponding scheme (8) for this 
equation becomes: 
(o - 1/2)v~ -~ - 2Ov~ + (o + 1/2)v,; +' 
At 
+ A2m[(1 - O)v j -4- Ov j+ ']P+' + EC~[(1 -- O)v j + Ov~ + '] = O, 
i=0 ,  1,2 . . . . .  N - l ;  j= l ,2  . . . .  (10) 
We note that since CNS is a two-level time scheme, we apply it once for the three-level time schemes 
to get another initial time level. The resulting system of nonlinear equations (8) or (I0) is solved 
using Newton's iterative method. 
4. STABILITY ANALYSIS 
When we apply scheme (8) to the linear problem (4), we obtain; 
(0 - 1/2)v~-' - 20v~+ (0 + 1/2)v~ +' 
+ ~A2M -- vB:m + ,Cz~]{(1 - O)vJ+ Ov j+ '} = O, 
At 
vJo=vJu, i=O, l ,2 , . . . ,N -1 ;  j=1 ,2  . . . . .  (11) 
We define the Fourier transform of an operator A by: 
X - (Ae~X)/e ~~, q = 2~o~, S = j -S ] .  (12) 
We can easily derive the following: 
~ [-sin z-] ~_7.' 
A:,, = JqL- -  S -  J •j=o ~ry[sin2(z/2)r' 
q2rSin(z/2)]2~ l 
#~" = - [ _~]  j~0/~j[sin~(z/2)]/" 
3J-sin z-]['sin(z~2)] 2 ~ ' 
a~j[sin2(z/2)]/, z = 2ncoh. 
•2"= --Jq L-7-JL-77 -J j .o 
We note that A~ and ~zm are always pure imaginary and #~ is always real. The initial condition 
(lb) takes the form: 
u(x, O) =f(x)  = 
The exact solution of model (4) is given by: 





tO~ - -n  
s(og ) = J(Eq 2 - # )q - vq z. 
For a fixed (/~, v, c, h, At), we look for approximate solutions to equation(11) in the form: 
v~= ~ f(o.})RJ(z)e s'l,h (13) 
o J~ - -n  
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It can be shown that v~ satisfy the difference quation (11) if R(z) satisfies the characteristic 
equation: 
{0 + 1/2 + AtO[vY.,, + J(#TEu + EZ~)I}R 2 
- {20  - A t (1  - O)[vE. + J(#E,- ~E. ) ]}R  + (8  - 1 /2 )  = 0.  (14)  
where 
Z, .=-B~,  Zu=-J-~2~ and ZE =J~. 
R(z)  is usually called the amplification factor of the difference scheme. 
Theorem I
For the linear problem (4), the fully implicit schemes (FIS), equation (11) is unconditionally 
stable for all/z, v and ¢, iff ½ ~< 0 ~< 1. 
Proof. Equation (14) is reduced to 
[8 + 1/2 + 021R 2 - t20 - (1 - 0)21R + t0 - 1/2] = 0, (15) 
where 
2 = vZ + J (gZ,  - EY,). 
Notice Re 2 = vZ,,/> 0. 
For unconditional stability, we need to show IR(z)[ ~< 1, V;t in the right-half plane. That 0 >t ½ 
is necessary is easily seen by taking ; t -~oo:Rl~0 and R2~(I/O)/O; thus IR2[ ~<1 only if 0 >~½. 
For sufficiency, we use the Sehur-Cohn criterion [8], that is if the quadratic equation (15) is 
expressed as a2R2+ a~R + a0 = 0, then both roots are inside the unit circle if 
= la21'-Ia012> 0, I ,la0a,-a: ,l > 0 
hold. It is found that 
6~ = 8[2 + vAtZ~][1 + v AtOZv] + (At)202~Z, - eZ,] 2 > 0, if 0 > 0, 
6: = 82(28 - l)(At)4(#Y~ - EZ,] 4 + 28[8(20 -- l) AtvY. v + 282 + 28 -- 1]v(At)3Ev(#Zu - EYe,) 2 
+ AtvZ~[1 + vO AtZ~]2[40 + (28 -- 1)v AtE~] > 0, if 0 >t ½. 
Q.E.D. 
5. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In order to compare the method outlined in this text with other available methods, we consider 
the KdV and MKdV problems with the appropriate prescribed initial conditions. For the KdV 
problem (l) under the initial condition 
u(x, 0) = 3c seeh2(x/rC-/(4~)(x - X/2)), x E [0, X] (16) 
it possesses the exact theoretical solution which represents a single soliton with amplitude 3c 
u(x, t) -- 3c seeh2(~(x  - ct - X/2)), (x, t) ~ [0, X] x [0, jr.]. (17) 
On the other hand, the MKdV problem (3) under the initial condition 
uP(x, 0) =- -~cP  + 2 sech2(px/cx/cx/cx/cx/cx/cx~)(  _ X/2)), x e [0, X] 08) 
has a p-soliton solution 
uP(x, t) P + 2 sech2(p~ (x - ct X/2)), (x, t) ~ [0, X] x [0, T] (19) 
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t = 0.25 t = 0.50 t = 0.75 t = 1.00 
Method At L 2 L=¢ L 2 L.~ L2 L~ L 2 L~ 
h = O.05 
ZK 0.025 34.64 19.4 122.68 63.5 210.44 122.4 298.19 161.4 
HOP 0,025 61.21 32.7 122.41 67.4 181.35 99.3 228.1 141.6 
PG 0.025 81.39 42.18 102.54 51.85 125.84 87.6 150.57 100.41 
MPG 0.025 52.15 30.22 64.9 22.85 89.01 35.86 107.20 39.39 
CNS 0,025 35.5 28.26 49.5 34.31 53.04 22.4 63.64 34.67 
h = 0.033 
PG 0.01 31.18 14.27 43.35 21.65 56.21 29.78 74.08 39.37 
MPG 0,01 5.94 2.8 7.56 4.53 8.7 4.85 9.49 5.85 
CNS 0.01 5.49 2.2 5.53 2.48 5.83 3.08 6.55 3.17 
h = 0.01 
ZK 0,0005 5.94 2.05 13.17 4.22 21.08 6.36 28.66 8.13 
HOP 0.0005 3.79 I. 11 9.28 2.14 14.14 3.54 18.72 4,9 I
PG 0.005 4.46 1.21 7.01 2.15 10.08 3.09 13.26 3.83 
MPG 0.005 0.21 0.07 0.38 0.11 0.57 0.17 0.74 0.2 I
CNS 0.005 0.29 0.09 0.43 0.15 0.57 0.18 0.76 0.25 
ZK: Zabusky-Kruskal method; HOP: Hopscotch method; PG: Petrov-Galerkin method; MPG: Modified Petrov~alerkin method; CNS 
the present scheme (8) with m = 2. 
To execute the comparisons, we consider the following definitions for the errors: 
l L2 = (u(xi, tj) - v~) 2 i 
N 
L~ = max lu(x,  tj) - v~l, 
i=0  
WL2 = L2 * h i/2, 
WL~ = L~/~/N,  
where u(xi, tj) is the exact solution, and v~ is the approximate solution at xi and t~. 
The following examples are considered. 
Example 1 
The KdV problem with E =0.000484, c =0.3, X=2 and T= 1.0. In Table 1, we give 
comparisons for L2 and L~ with other methods given by Sanz-Serna nd Christie [4]. 
Even when we take at most three-iterative Newton steps, it is apparent that our results are not 
in bad agreement with the results of MPG method for the different values At and h, and they are 
better than the first three methods (ZK, HOP and PG). 
Example 2 
The KdV problem with c = 1, c = 1, X = 60, T = 25. In Table 2, we give comparisons for WL2 
with spline Petrov-Galerkin (PG) methods, with different values of the shift-parameter ~t, see 
Schoombie [5], 
From Table 2 it is apparent that our results (CNS) are in good agreement with the cubic spline 
(CSM) up to t = 20, and not far from it after this time. 
Example 3 
The MKdV problem with p = I, E = 1, c = 2.25, X = 20 and T = 1.0. In Table 3, we give 
comparisons for WL~, with implicit Fourier methods given by Chan and Kerkhoven [6]; 
The only comparison here is with leap frog Crank-Nicolson (LFM) method because the full leap 
frog and Fornberg-Whitham ethods are unstable. It is obvious that our method is better than 
the compared method. 
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Tab le  2. h ffi 0.2 
Method t ffi I t = 5 t ~ 10 t = 15 t ffi 20 t = 25 
At  = 0.2 
LS  ~f f i l /4  9 .95E-02  2 .96E-02  8 .12E-01  1.65E 00 2 .70E 00 3 .78E 00 
", ffi 1/2 8 ,83E  - 03 3 .70E - 02 6 .95E  - 02 1.02E - 01 1.34E - 01 1.67E - 01 
= I /2 ~ 1,30E - 02 4 .63E  - 02 8 .43E - 02 1.22E - 01 1.60E - 01 1.99E - 01 
QS ,, = I / , , /12  6 .00E-03  2 .89E-02  5 .80E-02  8 .87E-02  1 .21E-01  1 .56E-01  
CS  ,, = 0 6 .05E  - 03 2 .84E - 02 5 .50E - 02 8 .17E - 02 1.08E - 01 1.35E - 01 
CN m = 2 6 .07E - 03 2 .83E - 02 5 .50E - 02 8 .15E - 02 1.08E - 01 1.57E - 01 
At  = 0.04 
LS  :¢ = 1/4 1 .00E-  01 2 .87E-  01 7 .84E-  01 1.62E 00 2 .66E 00 3 .74E 00 
= 1/2 4 .97E  - 03 1.11E - 02 1.76E - 02 2 .43E - 02 3 .12E - 02 3 .81E - 02 
" = 1/2 ~ 9 .95E  - 03 2 .13E - 02 3 .32E - 02 4 .57E  - 02 5 .84E - 02 7 ,12E - 02 
QS ,, = I /x /12  5 .91E-04  1 .95E-03  5 .41E-03  1 .08E-02  1 .96E-02  2 .71E-02  
CS  a =0 2 .43E-04  1 .09E-03  2 .12E-03  3 .15E-03  4 .17E-03  5 .19E-03  
CN m = 2 2 .95E - 04 1.07E - 03 2 .06E - 03 3 .06E - 03 4 .31E  - 03 9 ,64E  - 02 
LS:  L inear  sp l ine  method;  QS:  quadrat i c  sp l ine method;  CS :  cub ic  sp l ine method ,  wh ich  is the MPG method;  CN:  the present  scheme.  
Tab le  3 Tab le  4 
Method  N At  t = 1 Method  N At  t ffi I 
LFM 64 0 .0 |  1.5E - 03 LFM 128 0 .004 2 .7E  - 03 
CNS 64 0.01 2 .3E - 04 CNS 128 0 .004 6 .2E  - 03 
CNS 128 0.01 3 .5E  - 05 CNS 200 0.010 3 .1E - 04 
LFM:  Leap  f rog  Crank-N ico l son  method;  CNS:  the present  
method  m = 2. 
LFM:  Leap  f rog  Crank-N ico l son  method;  CNS:  The  present  
scheme m = 2. 
Example 4 
The MKdV problem with p =4,  c = 1, c = 2.25, X = 20 and T = 1.0. In Table 4 we give 
comparison with the only stable method (LFM) because the other methods (full leap frog and 
Fornberg-Whitham) are unstable. 
For large values of N and longer At, our results are manifested and better than LFM. 
Example 5 
The KdVB problem with E = 0.000484, c = 0.3, X = 2, the initial condition (16), and two 
different values of v: (i) when v = 0.01, Fig. 1 shows the trajectory of a forward moving wave with 
damped amplitude, (ii) for v = 0.1, Fig. 2 shows the stationary wave with its amplitude damped 
in a very fast way. 
6. CONCLUSION 
For the numerical treatment of a wide class of nonlinear wave equations with variety of boundary 
and initial conditions, we presented the finite difference scheme of order h ~ in space and ~t 2 in 
time, but for the computations, we took m -- 2 and 0 -- 1/2 (CNS). 
From the point of view of both accuracy and efficiency, the comparison between finite differences 
ZK and HOP with h = 0.01, At -- 0.0005 and the finite difference CNS and MPG with h = 0.033, 
1.0 -  
t=O 
U 0.5 ~0.5  
I 2 
x 
F ig .  1 
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1.0 
U 0.5 
A v=O, 1 
- l / j t=O 





At = 0.01 is shown in Table 1. Also, good results are obtained by CNS at N = 200, At = 0.01 which 
are compared with the results for LFM at N = 128, At = 0.004, in Table 4. 
By extra computational effort, it is possible to obtain even more accurate results by using higher 
order schemes (8) for m greater than two. 
We believe that the idea of translating the partial differential operators dx, 3xx and t3xx x into 
centered ifference operators A2m, B2~ and C2m, respectively, can be extended to higher-order partial 
differential equations, with one or more space variables. 
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